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How do I Live Chat with MV Support?
The MV Support Team is available in Live Chat 24/7! To enter Live Chat, locate the blue speech-balloon at the bottom right of
specific pages on MV.

Click on this icon to
chat with our Support
Team
The live chat balloon appears on the following sections of MV (click to link to go to that section on your account):
Upload Vids
Create Store Item
Services
Account Settings
Earnings
Content Manager
My Membership
MV Link
Discount Manager
Promo Codes
We look forward to chatting with you!

I found my vid on another site. How do I submit a DMCA
takedown request?
Here at MV we want to make sure you and only you have a say as to where your content is distributed, that's why we partnered
up with DMCAForce and DigiRegs to scan the web regularly for material pirated from our MV Stars and submit takedown
requests to have the content removed as quickly and efficiently as possible. All your vids are imprinted with a unique digital
fingerprint which allows our DMCA partners to easily do frequent scans for stolen copies of your vids and submit legally binding
takedown requests on your behalf.
In cases where the vids remain up, you can always submit the links to the content to us directly at MV Support using the form
below.
When sending these links, make sure to send a link that points directly to the stolen content where the vid is being streamed to

ensure the DMCA takedown request is properly submitted. If the file is up for download on a file-sharing site, make sure to send
us the page where the file is directly downloadable.

Loading…

What are the Upload Rules on MV?
All content that is uploaded to our platform must adhere and comply with our upload rules. To make sure your vids are
compliant with our Upload Rules, you can view them by going to https://www.manyvids.com/Information/ and clicking on the
"Upload Rules" section.
Please note that these rules are in place to make sure we remain compliant with our credit card processors as well as to maintain
a safe and welcoming community. At times we modify these rules so make sure to check back if you are ever unsure if a vid you
wish to upload goes against our rules or not.

What are the "Forbidden Words" on MV?
On MV, we keep a list of words that are forbidden for use in titles and descriptions on Vids, Store Items, etc. You can find this list
by visiting this link: https://info.manyvids.com/home/forbidden-words.The reason we forbid these words is to ensure we remain
compliant with our payment processors as well as to maintain a safe and welcoming community.
Please note that attempts to bypass our forbidden words using special characters or otherwise (for example, using bl@@d
instead of blood) may result in an immediate account suspension.

How do I pin Vids and/or Store Items to the top of my
profile?
Want to make sure certain vids and store items appear at the top of your profile when members visit your page? To pin a vid or
store item to make sure it stays at the top of your page, go to your Content Manager (drop-down menu > My MV > Content
Manager). If you are looking for a vid then make sure to have “Vids” selected at the top of this section; for store items select
“Store Items”. Locate the vid or store item, click the 3-dots to the right of it and select “Pin”.
You can pin up to 3 vids and 3 store items, and your pinned items will also appear on the "Store" tab for your MV Live room!

I can't fulfill/deliver an order. How do I refund a
customer?
There are many reasons why you may be unable or unwilling to fulfill an order. Whether it be a physical item that requires
shipping or a Custom Vid, sometimes life gets in the way or an order includes something you are uncomfortable with; we do not
judge!
Whatever the reason, we ask that you get in touch with MV Support through help@manyvids.com or live chat to request the
order cancellation. Make sure when you send your request to include the members username and the item name along with any
other details you think are relevant that can help us locate the order (purchase date, etc.).

We'll get back to you once everything is confirmed and we'll also reach out to the member on your behalf to let them know about
the adjustment.

How can I get some MV Gear?
Check out the official MV Store for all the awesome MV Gear you could need by clicking the link below!
MV Store
Also make sure to keep an eye on the Official MV Twitter and our Official MV Social page as we will do giveaways of MV Gear
from time to time.

How do I report a Member or MV Star for abuse/
harassment?
Here at MV, we always want you to feel safe and comfortable. If you are ever exposed to behaviour from a member or MV Star
that you feel is abusive, harassing or in any way goes against our Terms & Conditions, we’re here to help!
Our first suggestion would be to block the member or MV Star. You can do this from the offending users profile by clicking the 3dots in the top right and selecting , or by going to your drop-down menu > My MV > Security Center. Find the section named
“Blocked Members / MV Stars” and click “View” to the right and enter the username of the user you wish to block and hit .
If you want to report this behaviour to us in MV Support, we ask that you take screenshots of any messages or emails that show
the abuse/harassment and send them to us directly at help@manyvids.com so we can refer to the users account and take the
appropriate action.
If this situation is causing you any undue emotional distress, if you’re feeling lonely, stressed or having suicidal thoughts, we
have teamed up with Pineapple Support, a free support and therapy service for all persons working in the online adult industry.
They operate 24/7 so go to https://pineapplesupport.org/ and get into contact with someone who is there to listen judgement
free and offer their support!

Where can I go for emotional support? (Pineapple
Support)
Visit Pineapple Support
ManyVids has chosen to focus our community efforts on supporting a charity called Pineapple Support which specializes in
supporting sex workers. Pineapple Support offers an online emotional support service allowing members and guests to
anonymously connect with trained listeners in order to gain support for everyday issues, including mental health (this service is

provided through a separate community through the company 7 Cups of Tea).
This service can be accessed 24 hours a day from your computer or mobile device. There will always be a caring, trained
volunteer who genuinely wants to listen and support you without discrimination, judgment, or stigma.
Pineapple Support also offers therapy, counseling, and coaching: Pineapple Support believes that mental health care should be
available to everyone, which is why they provide free and subsidized professional psychotherapy and mental health care to all
professionals working in the adult industry who need it.
Pineapple Support’s team of independent therapists are all sex-positive, kink aware and sex-worker friendly, and offer in-person
therapy sessions where possible. Otherwise, sessions are held remotely via online vid platforms. They provide services without
regard to age, profession, gender, ethnicity, race, religion, sexual orientation disability, or socioeconomic status.
MV Stars can access all the Pineapple Support services by visiting PineappleSupport.org.
Pineapple Support also has a profile page on ManyVids at PineappleYSW.ManyVids.com where you can discover more about
this amazing organization and watch some free vids with both more info and some techniques for dealing with stress.

How do I report a Vid, Private message, FanClub Post or
MV Profile?
On MV, you have the ability to report things you think need to be brought to our attention, whether you believe something is a
potential rule violation or if you feel it goes against our community guidelines. You can report vids, profiles, inbox conversation
(PM's), and activity posts. We look at every report so don’t hesitate to report anything you feel should be reviewed by the MV
Support Team!

When you report something, you’ll be prompted to leave a short description so please be sure to let us know why you are sending
the report so we know what to look for in the reported content.
1. R eport ing a Vid:
To report a vid, hit the “Report” button just below the vid, just above the vid tags
2. R eport ing a Profile:
To report either an MV Star or member profile, click the 3-dots on the top right while on the profile and you will be given the option
to ‘Report’
3. R eport ing a n Inbox Conversa t ion :
To report an inbox conversation with an MV Star or Member > click the 3-dots in the top right corner of the conversation, this will
prompt a list to appear on the screen > next, locate and click ‘Report’ from the list.
4. R eport ing a Fa nClub post :
To report an activity post, click the 3-dots on the top right of the post itself, this will prompt a list to appear. From here, locate
and click on ‘Report’ from the list

I need a comment or review removed from my Vid or
Store Item
Purchasing members have the ability to leave comments and reviews on your vids and store items. This is a great way to get
feedback on your content, but at times you may receive comments or reviews you feel are unfair, derogatory, harassing or in
some other way goes against our community guidelines.
If the review is not in violation of our rules, you are always welcome to reach out to the member to find out why they may have
left a review you are not happy with to see if they are willing to change it as they do have the option to edit it from their end.
In cases where you feel this is not an option, we first suggest you block the member (click the 3-dots on the top right of their
profile and click "block") and we ask that you reach out to help@manyvids.com making sure to include a direct link to the page
with the comment/review and the username of the member who left it.

How do I see who voted for me in a contest?
To view who gave you their support in an MV Contest either with free or paid votes, go to the Contest tab and find your entry.
Click the 3-dots on the entry and you should see the option for . You can also find your current contest entry from your profile
under your portrait where it says "One free hand? Vote for me!".

Click "Voter List" on your contest entry.

To view voter lists from previously completed contests, you'll need a direct link to that contest's page. From there, find your entry
and click the 3-dots as indicated above.
Good luck!

How do I download the MV Co-Model Agreement?
You can download ManyVids' model agreement form from within your MV account. Just follow these easy steps: Drop-down
menu > My MV > Settings > MV Co-Model Agreement. Or, click here to go directly to the form.

How many Members and MV Stars are registered to
MV?
ManyVids is a fast-growing platform that currently has over 3.6M active and registered Members.
At MV, we are happy to welcome new content creators, adding to our 100,000+ already registered MV Stars.

What is the MV FanClub?
Ma ny Vids has taken your social media to the next level and integrated a social network into the platform itself!
Fa nClub: Where t he w hole MV Communit y comes t oget her t o be hea rd; t o love, la ugh, sha re & ba re every t hing.
Clicking FanClub at the top of the ManyVids page will bring you to the Official ManyVids FanClub Feed! Find out what's new with
the site, see featured models, enter in contests and tell us what's on your mind! Be sure to give a heart on each others posts and
show the love that we all share!
The entire MV Team knows how important it is for the MV Community to stay connected, to be heard and show each other
support. This is exactly why we have the FanClub! We're enabling all MV Stars and Members to express themselves freely,
without the restrictions other social platforms have imposed on sex workers. Join us!

What Vid categories and fetishes are available on MV?
We ha ve a n incredible number of ca t egories, a lmost endless, t ha t y ou ca n choose from. Tag your images and SFW
or NSFW vids so members can easily find both your sexy and safe for work vids.
When adding your Vids to MV, you'll want to make sure to apply the appropriate categories to give yourself the best chance to be
found by members who are searching for that type of content. You can find a list of all our accepted vid categories at the
following link:
https://www.manyvids.com/Accepted-Categories/
Some of these categories will get your vid found on the MV Fetish tab. To see what tags will have your vid found in this section,
go to the following link and see all the accepted categories on the left of the page (switch over to the BDSM or Kink tab at the top
for more options).
https://www.manyvids.com/MV-fetish/Femdom
The categories used in your vids will also effect your "My Top Vids Tags" as found on the About section on your profile!
For more information on "My Top Vids Tags", click here!

Why do some Vids have an extreme content warning?
If the content of a vid has been flagged by our Trust and Safety Team as potentially disturbing to some viewers but still falls
within our accepted categories, a warning message will be displayed on top of that specific vid.

We do this to allow the uploading of vids featuring risqué and taboo themes while allowing our Members and MV Stars the
choice to opt out of viewing content that may be offensive to them.

What happens if my vid gets flagged/reported?
We take rule violations on MV very seriously in order to maintain a safe and welcoming community as well as to make sure we
remain compliant with our payment processors. Every vid that is flagged/reported to us is investigated by the MV Support Team
and any MV Star hosting content that breaks our site rules will have the offending vid removed and receive a warning via email.
Depending on the severity of the offence, further action may be taken; this also applies if there are multiple infractions on the
account.
We also understand that at times, a rule may be violated due to lack of understanding of our upload rules and we make sure that
the MV Star in question is informed as to the rule being broken. At the time the warning is sent, the MV Star is required to audit
their profile to ensure there is no other infringing content.
For confidentiality reasons, any action taken will remain confidential between the MV Star and ManyVids.
Making sure MV is a safe place is a top priority for us and it's easier to accomplish this with help from our MV Community, so if
you see something you feel could be a potential rule violation, be sure to report it to us for review.
To review our Upload Rules, click here and go to "Upload Rules"; you can also find our other site rules here such as Community
Guidelines, Forbidden Words, etc.

How are my Vids and information kept safe?

All information on the site is protected by an encrypted connection, and your vids are stored on a secure cloud data server which
requires an encrypted unique signature in order for your vids to be streamed (or downloaded).
ManyVids also offers the latest in anti-piracy protection to our MV Stars through our partnership with DMCAForce and DigiRegs.
All vids on MV are imprinted with a unique digital fingerprint ID
We automatically scan the web on behalf of our MV Stars to locate any stolen content featuring this ID
We issue DMCA takedown notices every time we find an illegally uploaded vid
Not only that, through DMCAForce and DigiRegs we are in collaboration with many major tube sites to prevent piracy at the
source. These sites will block stolen content from being uploaded in the first place.
We stay on top of the latest initiatives and upgrade our technology to help protect our MV Stars.

[Member] Apply to get a RevShare link!
You're a huge ManyVids fan and you love it so much you’re going to be telling everyone about it! We make it rew a rding to clue in
friends and creators you know thanks to MV R evSha re . MV RevShare is a referral program that allows MV Stars and MV
Members to apply to become an MV Partner! Once approved, you'll be able to share a unique affiliate link to recruit brand-new
MV Stars to the MV Community. Your referrals earn you 5% commission from a selection of MV transactions.

Hey MV Members, think you've got what it takes and you're ready to start referring? You'll need to apply to see if you can get
approved for an affiliate link!
MV Members who are serious about referring new MV Stars to the platform, we want to know more about your awesome
plans! Contact our Support Team and let us know:
Who you plan to refer to the site (need to provide a description of your target audience)
How you will promote your affiliate link (websites you will promote it on, communication channels you will use etc)
How many referrals you expect to bring to the site (a rough estimate of the traffic your join link will get and a modest expected
conversion rate)
Once we receive your application, we'll take a look and let you know if your link has been approved.

*Please note that this program is valid for new referrals only and is not retroactive. The referral will only work for brand-new MV
Stars joining ManyVids, and does not apply if the user had a previous account on MV under their legal name. Only direct referrals
will earn you 5%; the benefit does not extend to the referrals of your referrals.

I'm making a lot of adult content with nudity; won’t I be
censored?
Because many sites are overly censorious when it comes to adult content and adult creators. We recommend doing some
research first and see what platforms you might thrive on. A fun and safe for work on the more restrictive platforms is a great
way to funnel your fans to the good stuff.

What are the minimum and maximum prices I can
charge on MV?
You know your fans and your market best, as well as how much value you've put into your content, so we want MV Stars to have
as much freedom as possible when it comes to pricing your vids.
The minimum and maximum prices you can charge for different items and services are as follows:
The minimum price an MV Star can charge for vids is $1.99 and the maximum is $999.99
Memberships are a minimum of $39.99 and maximum of $999.99
VIP FanClub plans must be between $1.99 and $29.99
Custom Vid orders have a price limit of $9,999
Tips and Store Items cannot exceed $1,000
The minimum price for Store Items can be $1.99

How do I win a "Winning Wednesday" contest?
To help keep things fun through hump day, Winning Wednesday is a fun, themed contest where you can win cash for your
creativity! Winning Wednesday's can pop-up on any given week and runs most weeks so make sure to keep an eye on The Offical
FanClub Page for any upcoming contests.
Ent ering is simple! You can find the current Winning Wednesday contest under the "Contest" tab. Check out the theme for that
week and have a cute, sexy photoshoot of yourself based on the theme (or choose a photo you already have that fits).
Click the blue button on the Winning Wednesday contest, accept the terms and upload your winning photo! Make sure to include
a message for your fans as well.
How do y ou w in? Once all the photos are submitted, voting will open on Wednesday from 3PM to 11PM EST. Your fans will be
able to send you free or paid votes (which will increase your earnings even if you don't win) and you will have a link on your profile
that goes directly to your contest submission.
Tip: In the description of your contest entry, you can offer things in exchange for paid votes such as vids which you can send to
members for free using MV Link. You can also see who voted for you in your contest by checking your Voter List.
The t op 3 highest vot ed pics, a long w it h t he "Best Pic" a s decided by t he MV Tea m w ill a ll w in ca sh prizes!
Need t o edit y our ent ry ? Simply locate your entry and click at the top of the photo, or delete the entry entirely by hitting the in
the top right.
Win or lose, the important thing is to get creative, get exposed to new fans and have fun!

How do I share feedback with ManyVids?

Have an interesting idea or suggestion? Let us know what you think!
ManyVids cares about the MV Community and your feedback helps us improve the site and tailor it to best suite your needs,
wants and desires. We'd love to hear from you, so don't be shy and get it touch with us through the ManyVids Feedback Form.
We can't wait to hear your thoughts!

What is ManyVids?
ManyVids is a popular social and e-commerce platform where content creators can easily monetize their passions and connect
with their fans—all in one place!
ManyVids is the premier online ecosystem where generating revenue with online social interactions is easy. You can get paid for
live streaming sessions, while at the same time you are selling pre-recorded content from your profile!
We incorporate a host of powerful tools and services so that entrepreneurs can build their dream careers. ManyVids is an adult
community which provides you with the technological tools needed to monetize your passions!
If you're interested in getting to know our platform a bit better, we have a range of vids to help you learn, in our MV Universit y !
In our first MVU episode you can learn more about our judgment-free online ecosystem, where you can be your own boss and
create an online store just for you! Watch the vid, What is ManyVids? , for more details.

Who can use ManyVids?
If you like the idea of traveling, being your own boss, making your own schedule and creating the ultimate work/life balance, look
no further! If being able to achieve success working just 2-3 days a week sounds good to you, becoming an MV Star is the
perfect way to reach your goals! Life is short & you deserve to live the life you want!

How will ManyVids help me achieve my dreams?
ManyVids is so much more than an e-commerce community for adults; it is a private space for mature people to have beautiful,
social, and meaningful exchanges. MV was established with a vision to help people from all walks of life monetize their passions,
no matter what they are. It's our priority here at MV to serve content creators as best as we can. We strive to keep our
community open and accepting, and we want to help avoid the online censorship that can, at times, be very discriminating.
MV Stars come from different backgrounds, and some have chosen content creation not out of choice but out of necessity. We
want our MV Stars to become successful on their own terms, having control over what they do. We want MV Stars to enjoy their
work and become independent, successful entrepreneurs. To do this, we constantly improve our technology and add features
that can help MV Stars in the most optimal way possible. Our support staff also provides top-notch service, and we take extra
care in resolving any problems that may arise. Ultimately, our goal is to be the best platform in the industry and be a place for

respect, kindness, and, most of all, fun!

Is ManyVids right for me?
If you are 18+, creative, have an open mind, dream of a better life for yourself, and want to be part of a caring, judgement-free
community, MV is the place for you.
We take great pride in offering the best to our MV Stars and providing you with the tools you need to work hard and build
fulfilling, successful careers. Each and every creator on our platform is an essential part of our beautiful MV Community!
Respect and inclusivity are the foundations that ManyVids is built on and we’re proud of that so many LGBTQ2+ Stars and
Members have chosen MV. We strive to uplift and celebrate diverse creators and recognize all that they do to make our platform
the amazing success that it is.

How can I use the tools & features on MV to build my
career?
Easy! Once you join MV, you will be given an MV Profile. Within your profile, you will be able to set up your online store and
customize it to fit your vision.
You can use ManyVids to sell vids, vid bundles, custom vids, physical and digital store items, subscriptions for VIP FanClub, live
streaming and so much more. All your services are customizable so you can offer what you’re comfortable with and charge
what you know you deserve.
Want to get started? Create your MV Profile so you can begin uploading your content right away. You have what it takes to join
MV and we can’t wait to see you climb to the top!

How does verification work?
The verification process takes almost no time at all and it’s important to do. Not only does it make your MV Profile entirely yours,
it’s the way we verify that you are 18+. This helps make sure that ManyVids remains a safe community where you are free to
express yourself however you like.
Once you send your application, someone from our dedicated support team will review the info you’ve submitted and make sure
everything is approved and you’ll receive an approval email within 24 to 48 hours letting you know you’re good to go. You are
now an MV Star!

Do I have to go out and buy a bunch of fancy
equipment?
Getting started producing your own content for your MV Profile is even easier than you think! In fact, you probably already have
the tools you need to make an amazing vid right now! Most modern smartphones have a camera that’s of a quality high enough
to shoot fantastic footage with! The same goes for many tablets and laptops as well.
We have all heard of music videos, great commercials and even full movies that were filmed with smart phones. With smart
phones, it’s truly possible and easy to create amazing footage.
You can buy a better camera to film content with if you want to, but it’s really not necessary in order to get started.

Want to learn more about filming content on ManyVids? Take a look at our MVU class for all the details: What do I Need to Start
Filming?

What do I need to know to shoot content with my
phone?
If you plan to shoot using your smart phone, here’s what we recommend:
Be sure to always use the main camera (not the selfie camera)
Position your cellphone horizontally, not vertically. This will have a much better end result.
Check the camera settings to make sure you’re filming in highest possible resolution. You can record in HD resolution but if
your cellphone has the option to shoot in 4K then that’s even better!
If you’re looking for the perfect angle, you can get some simple accessories like a selfie stick, or small tripod. These are often
inexpensive and help take your content to the next level!

Do I have to buy a new phone to shoot with or a
computer to edit with?
If you have a very old smartphone or no smartphone and you want to watch your budget then a used or refurbished phone
should work great, try to get a model that came out in the last 16 months and check the camera specs before buying it.
If you want to edit your vids, you can edit on smartphones or tablets too, though there’s sometimes advantages to working on a
computer. For iPhones you can use the free iMovie app, but there are plenty of options out there. Feel free to check the App Store
or Google Play App store for the application that suits you best!
If editing is not something that you’re into, you can also opt for the easier style vids and just hit record and film everything in 1
take, start to finish with no cuts. You are unique and your content is too so anything you create will be awesome!

Can I film using a desktop computer or laptop?
Yes. If you have a Desktop you want to shoot with you will probably have to buy a Webcam. We recommend getting one with HD
resolution. Webcams are not too expensive and they can also be used to generate extra income by camming on MV Live. If you
have a laptop, most of them have a decent internal webcam.
In order to record with a computer, you will have to use a recording software on your desktop or laptop, the programs Camera
App for Windows and PhotoBooth on a Mac are both great options.
If you have 2 of the above-mentioned devices, you can use both to record at the same time if you want to get some different
angles. This can be really fun for your viewers!
Also, another really neat and cost-efficient way to create new vids is to simple record your MV Live cam shows on ManyVids. We
offer a built-in free feature which makes this effortless! When you’re live streaming on MV Live, you can hit the Record button to
start and stop filming. If you recorded for over 1 minute, the file will automatically show up in your vid upload queue ready to be
launched on your MV Profile to sell!

Should I think about buying a camera?
Investing in a camera can be a great career move. You don’t need it to get started, but you can always start shooting on a phone
and reinvest your earnings to upgrade to a better camera. You can get a decent camera to film your vids in the range of $400 to
$1200 USD.
The amount of money you can spend on amazing equipment is endless, but that is really up to you and not necessary to become
a successful MV Star.

Tips for lighting and audio
These too are important aspects of creating successful content! And truly, to achieve the best result, you need to consider
lighting. You can shoot close to window taking advantage of the natural light, but getting lighting gear to have more control over
your shoot is not a bad idea—you can get a good quality ring light at a budget price or invest in a few vid lights.
The audio is as important as the image, so try to avoid background noises, “white noise,” and strange sounds that can distract
your audience. And if you have music of any kind make sure it’s royalty free music and doesn’t violate any copyrights.

What advice do you have for editing?
Again, you can edit on a phone or tablet but if you have a relatively fast computer you may want to use that for editing your
masterpiece: To do so you must transfer the vid files from your cellphone or camera to your computer and load them into the
editing software of your choice: Some great free options are Movie Maker for Windows and iMovie for Macs.
Once your raw footage is loaded into the software you can cut out parts of it, rearrange scenes, add music or text, incorporate
different angles, and more!
It’s very easy to do and your final result will be compelling content that you can be proud of!

Is there anything else I should consider when filming
my content?
Yes, we have a few tips that apply to any shoot. The first is to try to stabilize your shot using a tripod or placing your cellphone or
camera on a solid surface like a table. Next is to be always be careful of your framing: avoid crooked framing and make sure that
what is in frame is what you want in frame. And the final one is small but important, remember to always to clean your cellphone
or camera lens before shooting.
And last but not least, just have fun! Explore. Try things out and learn how to become the best videographer you can be. If you
have never done this before, more power to you. Sometimes taking a new path and learning something new are just what you
need to be a revolutionary! Life should be about learning and evolving toward new experiences.

Does ManyVids set a price for my vids?
As you know by now, on ManyVids you always have full control over your content, and you can sell whatever you believe your vid
is worth! MV Stars can charge a minimum of $1.99 per vid up to a maximum of $999.99 per vid. And, of course you can also
have free vids as promotional tools, for brand building, or just because you want to share your passions with the world!
For more tips on how to price your content, you can watch Episode 6 of MVU- Pricing. This class will explain the price ranges you
can set your vids to and how having a few FREE vids can attract new loyal fans!

I want to get the pricing just right; do you have any tips?
If you’re unsure where to start, the easiest thing to do is take a look at how other MV Stars with similar content are pricing their
vids. You’ll find inspiration for everything from categories, price points, and more. But at the end of the day, nobody knows your
content like you do!

Depending on the length of your vid and what's in it, an easy and interesting way of pricing your vids can be on a per-minute
basis. Here’s an example:
Say, you have a 10-minute vid that was not super complicated to create. You can charge $1 or $2 per minute.
Or you have another vid that required a lot of work to make! The editing was challenging, and you had to pay someone because
it was a collaborative vid, so maybe charging $6 or $7 per minute would be better.
Another way you can also price your vids is to set a base cost of X amount and then cost your vid per minute. For example: if you
have a 10-minute vid and your base is $4 + $1 per minute. That 10-minute vids will be sold at 14$.
Obviously, you can adjust your pricing depending on what currency you are more comfortable calculating your revenue in.
You'll want to watch the MVU class on pricing your vids to better understand how to price your content! Take a look at MVU
Episode 6 for all of the details.

Should all my vids be in the same price range?
We’d suggest offering a few different price ranges, plus some free content.
So, for example, the lower price range would be vids (let’s say less than $7). Then, you can have a middle range with content
from $10 to $40 and a higher range with vids $80 and up.
Most of your vids should be in your middle range, whatever that may be.
And once they start buying your middle range vids, they’ll love you and your amazing work so much they’ll want to purchase your
higher priced content!
Your true fans will put money aside to buy your higher priced content that they’ve been wanting for a while!
Our MVU class, How to Price Your Content, will help you better understand how to price content on ManyVids!

Once I set the price for a vid is it locked in?
Absolutely not! You can alter the price of any vid at any time. Freedom and flexibility are what we always strive for.
This is helpful because in the beginning, you may want to do some trial and error to find out what pricing works best for you and
your fans. Before you know it, you’ll find a sweet spot that works for you and setting prices will become second nature!

What is a clip site?

A clip site is an e-commerce platform where you set up an online store, and customers purchase products and services à la carte.
It’s really not that different in practice then sites like Amazon, Etsy, or eBay!
You can sell vids through your MV Profile because we function as an e-commerce platform where you’re the seller and you can
set your own listings, prices, and control your own shop! But that’s not all you can do!
On MV, you can:
Sell individual vids
Sell all your vids at once – Membership
Live stream and earn token tips – MV Live
Sell Custom Vids
Earn Tips and Gratuities
Sell Store items
Engage fans and build a following on FanClub and
Sell fan-site subscriptions!
Members can browse through vid previews and the items that are offered for sale without having to pay for anything until they
choose what they want. It’s like walking into a physical store and getting the chance to select what you want to buy!

What is a fan site?
A fan site is a private channel where influencers frequently post content, and fans pay a monthly subscription fee to view your
feed. Something similar would be paying a monthly subscription to access an influencer's Snapchat or Instagram.
You can sell monthly subscriptions to your fansite through your MV Profile as well where you set your monthly cost, and send
out regular updates via pics, vids and messages to your subscribers!
Members will pay a monthly subscription to view your fansite content. It’s like a private club where subscribers have to pay an
entrance fee before seeing who is in the club and what is happening inside.

Is ManyVids a clip site or fan site?
ManyVids is both due to the services we offer, that’s one of the numerous aspects of the MV ecosystem which makes us a
powerful platform. As a creator, you have access to all the tools you need to reach your career goals!
Through your MV Profile, you can sell your vids giving you all the functionality and freedom of a clip site. And thanks to our fan
site feature available on ManyVids you can create a private feed where your fans pay a monthly subscription fee to see
everything you post on it, be it messages, pics, or vids.
Basically, ManyVids is not just a clip site or a fan site, it’s both – in fact it’s even more than both of those things. ManyVids is an
e-commerce social ecosystem.
If you interested in learning more about our MV ecosystem, you can watch the MVU class, MV Ecosystem. This MVU class
teaches us why ManyVids is an ecosystem through a series of frequently asked questions! This episode also, offers an inside
look at how MV started as a clip site and eventually transitioned into a social e-commerce platform that offers content creators
several features all from one place.

Is ManyVids a platform for only adult content?
Absolutely not! ManyVids is a platform where anyone can share their passions with the world, find a large audience, and easily
monetize their content. We think adult entertainment is a beautiful reflection of sexuality and what it means to be human, so
we’re proud that MV is a trailblazing platform where adult vids can be side-by-side with all sorts of artistic expression.
We encourage online sex workers to upload SFW content as they are multi-talented, and this is a great way to show the world
what they are capable of because they are so much more than just sexual beings.
So, whether you’re a sex worker who has SFW content you want to show off, or you’re a creator who’s not in the adult
business, ManyVids is here for you to host your safe-for-work content.

How long should my vids be?
The length of vids will always vary from one MV Star to another – but vids can range anywhere from 1 minute to 1 hour or more
depending on the type of content you want to create & how much you want to offer. It’s always best to try and see what works
for you but a good place to start is anywhere between 7-15 minutes!
Another thing to keep in mind is that if you have a very long vid you can always split it into different parts and have a Part 1 and
a Part 2 to that vid. You can even create a vid series like that. Let your imagination flow and create the vid library of your dream.
OK, now that we have addressed how long a vid can be, you find out about how to upload your vid here!

What types of content can I put on ManyVids?
The quick answer is whatever you want! Your genius and talent will always be appreciated here! We welcome encourage vids of
any genre for all types of creators. On MV adult entertainment can be found next to vlogs, makeup tutorial, fitness vids. Sexy
content can co-exist alongside short films from independent directors, and MV Stars can reveal all their talents, skills, and
passions.
ManyVids is a creative and diverse adult community and because of that we welcome all types of content. We are proud
supporters of the LGBTQ2+ community so all of that content you will find here is being made by many different types of MV
Stars – everyone is unique and talented in their own way, and that's what makes MV so wonderful! If you are an adult and want
to share your passion to the world MV is the place for you.
Best of all, the popularity and web traffic of MV will help to assist you in getting your work seen.
MV wants to ensure all MV Stars are only creating and producing content they are comfortable with, and that they have a place

to host it without the fear of it being taken down. We embrace freedom and a non-censorious approach! Though, of course,
legally, all uploads should respect our Terms of Service to ensure they are aligned with the rules & values of our community.
You can watch the MVU class, Content Types, to learn about the different categories and genres of content that you can
upload to your MV Profile!

What kind of “SFW” content can I upload?
The only limit is your imagination! Vlogs, cooking shows, fitness tutorials, music vids, short films, unboxing vids, ASMR, story
readings, hula-hooping, singing, dancing, as long as it doesn’t violate our Terms of Service, and does not contain sexual content
or nudity, you can host it and sell it as SFW content on ManyVids!
Watch our 10th session of MVU to learn all about how to upload safe for work content on MV! Click here to join the class and
discover everything you need to know about SFW Content.

Does my “SFW” content have to be free?
It’s up to you! You can easily monetize your safe-for-work content and your talents by selling vids, using the MV Fanclub feature,
or broadcasting in real time on MV LIVE! Of course, it’s always a good idea to have free offerings, even if they’re just teasers, so
as to entice your audience, build your fanbase, and increase your sales. This applies to your non-nudity content too: it’s good
advertising on your part to have at least a bit of free content.
If you still have questions about this topic, you'll want take part in our MVU class, SFW Content! Here you'll discover how MV is a
trailblazing platform where you can share any of your passions, even if they are safe for work!

What should a successful MV Profile have?
There’s a lot you can do to optimize your MV Profile but the good news is, setting it up is fun!
First, upload a great pic of yourself as your Avatar & Profile pic. An avatar is the small circular image that is displayed next to
your comments, posts, etc. on FanClub. Your Profile pic is the longer vertical image that shows on the left within your MV
Profile.
Next, you have the option to upload a Teaser and an MV Intro! A teaser is a short preview vid that plays when a member hovers
over your circular avatar. An MV Intro is very similar, only it’s the short preview vid that plays when a member hovers over your
longer portrait pic on the profile! These two options are a great way for members to see your content style and quality with a
simple hover of their mouse!
Then, beneath your profile pic, you can enter a brief bio or engaging statement that you feel represents you to help engage your
audience. It’s got to be brief and punchy as the limit is 100 characters long.
Lastly, we encourage you to start uploading your content to your MV Store and take the opportunity to show-case your creative

work in the 'Pics' tab!

Did you know...If you have more than 7 vids, 5 store items, 15 pictures, a profile picture, and a completed About Me section, it will
increa se y our cha nces of selling of almost 55% compared to a profile with less choices.

Can I upload multiple vids at once?
Of course – it's the same method! You can select multiple vids or drag and drop multiple vids at once – no problem! They will
upload and process and be added to you upload queue! You can visit your queue later to edit the descriptions, prices & even
schedule them to launch on pre-selected dates!
So, if you’ve been busy and you’re sitting on a golden collection of fun, funny, creative, and sexy vids then get them up and you’ll
be making your first vid sales in no time!
It really is that easy and straightforward to upload vids and become an online MV Star and make generating extra income while
expressing yourself!
Uploading a selection of vids is important so your fans have content to choose from and uploading regularly is equally important
to help your MV Profile stay fresh! Regularly can be once a week, twice a week, or even once a month. You are in control, so
it’s really up to you to decide. Think of your goals and what you are trying to achieve, and this will help you guide your decision.

How will my fans know I just uploaded a Vid?
Promoting the launch of new vids to your fans on your FanClub is really an important step to making more sales. This helps you
keep in touch with your fans and let them know when there are new uploads. Encourage them to follow you through the MV
FanClub so they can get notifications when you’ve uploaded something new!
There are a lot of other ways to keep your fans up to date! On MV, you can use:
VIP FanClub
MV Flyer
MV Inbox

Can I tag my content so people can find it easily?
Yes! We have an incredible number of categories, almost endless, that you can choose from. Tag your images and SFW or NSFW
vids so members can easily find both your sexy and safe for work vids.
We have a great MVU episode that covers everything you need to know about your content and how to tag you vids to ensure

your fans will find them. Watch the clip, Content Types to learn more!

Is MV only for paid vids? Do I have to sell everything I
upload?
It doesn’t matter if your vids are 1 minute or 1 hour long, or if they cost $1.99 or $999.99, you are always in control of your
content and your prices just like you are in control of your career and your choices!
You have the option to upload FREE vids to your MV Store or to your FanClub! This is an easy way to promote your content and
attract more fans to your MV Profile.

What is my MV Store?
Found on your MV Profile under the Store tab you will find the “Vids” tab and the “Items” tab. The vids tab is where you will
find all of the vids you’ve uploaded on your MV Profile for members to enjoy. The items section is a personalized online storefront
where you can sell just about anything you want. It’s a great resource for generating revenue through selling physical items like
clothing and collector’s items or digital items like photosets and more!
Wha t ca n I sell t hrough my MV St ore?
It’s all up to you! Have fun with it and get some amazing items out to the fans who love you and everything connected to you.
Some examples of what Stars like to sell include clothing, signed photographs, intimate keepsakes, footwear, self-published
books, props from vids, collectors’ items, autographed items - you name it! Another thing that MV Stars do to help with store
sales are set up store items for gifts/tributes! For example, you can upload a photo of your fav drink from Starbucks and call it
“Buy Me A Drink” and if a member wants to spoil you, they can purchase your store item knowing you’ll use the funds for that
treat!
If you want to better understand how to sell you physical and digital store items, we have an MVU class just for you! Check out
MVU Episode 11, to learn how you can run your MV Store, increase your revenues and improve your brand.

Is there Social Media where my adult creative content
WILL NOT be censored?
YES! We’re happy you asked! ManyVids integrates our own social media platform, the MV FanClub, that offers many of the same
functionalities as the other social media platforms that you love without the added stress of being censored! To be successful
on ManyVids you definitely want to use FanClub to the max and don’t fret!

What is ManyVids' Vision & Mission?
ManyVids is committed to creating an accessible community for all MV Stars and Members to connect freely and authentically.
Vision: To create a judgement-free online ecosystem where all types of creators can support themselves through their
passions.
Mission: To build an inclusive and diverse e-commerce platform for all.

How do I win a contest on MV?
Want to increase your chances of winning an MV Contest? We have a few tips to help you make it!
St ick t o t he t heme
Most contests on MV are themed contests, so making sure your photo follows the theme not only makes the contest more fun
for everyone but will get you noticed! We recommend always doing your best to follow the theme which will keep these contests
exciting for both MV Stars and voting MV Members. We also have a "Best Photo" prize for every contest! So even if you don't
rank high, you have a chance to win by just posting an awesome photo!
Concept
Get creative and spice up your pic! If you have some time to put a little extra thought into making your photo submission
innovative, it helps! Remember, a little goes a long way and the best results come from being original!
Q ua lit y
The more crisp and clear the quality of your photo is, the better view the MV Members have of you. This means more votes, and
and a better chance that an MV Member will want to see more and visit your profile!
Crea t e hy pe
Get you fans excited and engaged! If they know that the contest is important to you, they will be more likely to vote for you!
Hype them up through your MV FanClub posts, social media channels, and encourage your fans to Re-MV your post for
additional exposure.

You can find out more about Contests here!
To go directly to our contest page, click here!

